1. Set correct rake by swing an arc with the jib halyard from top of boom to forstay and the measure from that point to deck 1516mm

2. Set Cap shrouds to 29 on a Loos PT2 gauge. Ensure rig is same side to side by measuring down to chain plates with a tape measure hoisted the jib halyard

3. Set lowers to 9 on rig gauge. With no backstay on forstay should now read 17

4. Go sailing and check mast is the same tack to tack. Small adjustments may be needed on the D’s to ensure this

5. Fine tune mast step to ensure your prebend matches your mainsail. We are looking for an even bend top to bottom

6. Adams 10 can vary between boats. If you have any questions about your particular set up please contact alby.pratt@northsails.com

Good sailing!